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Word creation - Adverm list, Adjective list, common noun list and verbs Great knowledge is not the same as being clever; intelligence is not only information, but also judgment, the way in which information is collected and used.... Dr. Carl Sagan's List of Verbs, Nouns Adjectives &amp; Adverbs S.No.
Verbs Nouns Adverbs 1 accept acceptable 2 achieve achievement achievable 3 action active 4 action active active 5 act active 6 add additional 7 adjusting adjustment adjustable 8 admire admiration admiring 9 advice advice recommended 10 am mass massive mass massive 11 surprise astonishing
surprise astonishing 12 amuse amusement amusing 13 annoyed irritation annoying 14 approach achievable 15 attend attention attentive 16 attract attractive 17 avoid avoidance 18 believe faith plausible 19 blacken blackness black 20 bleed bloody blood 21 boredom boring 22 bother bothering bothering
23 breathe breath breathing breathing 24 buried burial buried 25 care care carefully 26 challenge 27 chase chasing 28 cheerfulness cheerful 29 choose a choice selected 30 clear 31 collect collection collectively 32 comfort comfortable comfortable 33 complexity complex 34 confused confusion confused
35 considerably noticeably 36 console consolation comforted 37 continue continuity continuously continuous 38 craze crazy crazy crazily 39 create creation creatively creative 40 creditworth credit credit 41 cure cursed 43 damage damage damaged 44 stun deafness deaf 45 decide decision decisive 46
decorate finish decorative 47 pleasure joy delightfully delightfully delightfully 48 demand requiring 49 to get derivative 50 deserve deserve 51 destroy destruction destructively destructive 52 develop development 53 die dead 54 different different 55 disorders alarming 56 dusty 57 educat educational
educational 58 embarrassment 59 empower power powerful powerful 60 empty emptiness empty 61 encircle circle circular circular 62 promote brave brave 63 threaten danger dangerous dangerous 64 enth use enthusiastic enthusiasm enthusiasm 65 enumerate number numerable 66 envy envious 67
evaporative 68 wait expected 69 explainable 70 explore exploration explore explore 71 fascination fascinating 72 feed food 73 firm 74 fly flight flying 75 force strong 76 praise gloriously 77 grow rise rise 78 damage damage harmful 79 hateful hostile 80 heal health healthy healthy health 81 hope 82
identify identification indentified 83 identify identity indentifying 84 imitation impressing impressive 86 includes inclusion including including 87 notes indication indicativei indicativei 88 inform information informative 89 resident habitat inhabited 90 hurt injury injury damaging 91 investigation 92 instructions
instructive 93 insult insult offensive 94 intent intention deliberately deliberately intentionally 95 interventions interfering 96 introduce introduction introduction 97 invent the invention of the invention 98 irritate irritation irritating 99 lead management result result 100 live life life alive 101 live life living 102 live
103 lose 104 madden insanity madly 105 migrating migration migrating 106 modernize modernity modern 107 moisten moisture 108 monotony monotonous monotonous monotonous 109 move movement movable moving moving 110 narrow 111 nationalist nationwide 112 observe observation observator
113 own property own 114 take action doing 115 permit permit allowed 116 persuasive persuasion 117 please pleasure pleasing 118 popularize popularity popularity popular 119 quicken quickness quickly 120 red 121 grieve sad 122 safe safety secured safe 123 see scene scenic 124 see sight seen 125
speed speed fast fast 126 whiteness white 127 badness bad Meet our Contributor Mr. Shailesh Ramanuj Adjective change noun; that is, it provides more details about the noun. This can range from color to size to temperature to personality. Adjectives usually occur just before the nouns they modify, but
they can also follow the verb of the binding (in these cases, adjectives can change pronouns as well): the generator is used to convert mechanical energy into electricity. The children's school was red. In some cases, numbers can also be adjectives. When you say, Seven is my lucky number, seven is a
noun, but when you say: In this painting there are seven cats, seven is an adjective because it is to transform the noun into cats. Comparable adjectives Some adjectives are comparable: they exist on a scale. For example, a person can be polite, but another person can be polite, and a third party can be



the most polite of the three. The word over here changes the adjective polite to indicate a comparison is made (comparative), and most change the adjective to indicate an absolute comparison (superlative). There is another way to compare adjectives in English. Many adjectives can make the suff in -er-
and-est specify comparative and superlative shapes, respectively (such as large, bigger, larger). Some adjectives are irregular in this respect (well, better, best; bad, worse, worst). There is no simple rule to decide which means are right for an adjective; however , the overall trend is shorter words to take
into account the but no longer adjectives are. You would expect comparative to be a funner and superlative in the funnest. However, for a long time, these words were considered substandard, with more fun and the most fun acting as the right forms. The rationale behind this rule is now outdated (it has a
lot to do with how fun became an adjective), but the stigma toward the funner and funnest remains. While the tide is starting to change, it is safest to stick to more fun and the most fun in formal situations (such as academic writing or professional correspondence). Using comparative adjectives, the
adjective is often accompanied by a word than (for example, He is taller than me). When using nothing, there are two things you should keep in mind: you should use nothing, not a word then. Then indicate the time, not the comparison. When you try to emphasize how an adjective thing is, you should not
follow over with the second case of comparative. She is shorter than shorter, is wrong. The emphatic phrase She is shorter than short would be correct. On the other hand, not comparable adjectives Not comparable adjectives are not measured on a scale, but are binary. Either something is an adjective
or it is not. For example, some English speakers might argue that there is no point in saying that one thing is more end than another, or that something is finally, because the word key is already absolute. Other examples are dead, true and unique. Native language will often play with non-comparable
adjectives. Although pregnancy is logically not comparable (someone is pregnant or she is not), you can hear a sentence like She looks more and more pregnant every day. Similarly, extinct and equals do not seem comparable, but one could say that a language of which nothing is known is more extinct
than a well-documented language with surviving literature, but not speakers, and George Orwell once wrote: All animals are the same, but some are more extinct than others. View this list of adjectives. Are they comparable or not comparable? Explain your reasoning why. If the adjective is comparable, list
its comparative and super-cool forms. For example: long is a comparable adjective. Height exists on the scale: there are many different heights. The benchmark is longer, and the superlative is the longest. Dead is not comparable. You'vai_nu dead, or alive. However, this concept is played in the film
Princess Bride. Miracle Max says Wesley is just mostly dead. Max says wesley is still alive, despite the fact that he's very close to the door of death. perhaps a large, rather nuclear adverb Adverb can perform a wide range of functions: they can change verbs, adjectives and other adverb words. These
can vai_nu before , or after name they modify. Adverb can provide information about the type, place, time, frequency, certainty or other operating conditions indicated by the verb: Suzanne sang aloud (loudly changed the singing, indicating the way of singing) We left it here (here changes the verb phrase
left it, indicating the place) I worked yesterday (yesterday modified the verb worked by specifying time) You often make a mistake (often modify the phrase verb to err , indicating frequency) , of course, did so (undoubtedly changing the verb phrase with certainty) They can also change noun phrases,
preposition phrases or whole clauses or sentences, as in the examples provided. Again, adverb is bold, but the words they modify are italic. I bought only fruits (just changed the noun phrase fruit) Roberto drove us almost to the station (almost changed the preposition phrase to the station) Of course, we
have to act (definitely change the sentence in its entirety) intensifying and the adverb degree circumstance can also be used as modifiers of adjectives, and other adverbs, often to indicate the degree. Here are some examples: You are pretty good (adverb quite changes adjective rights) Milagros is
extremely beautiful (adverb exceptionally changes the adjective pretty) She sang very loudly (adverb very alters another adverb-loud) Wow! You ran very fast! (adver stayer really modifies another adverm-fast) Adverb rights can also make comparisons using comparative and superlative forms. This is
usually done by adding more and most pre-adverms (slower, the most slow). However, there are some adverb words that perform non-standard forms, such as the good for which are better and best used (i.e. He did well, she did better, and I did the best). Note: Using the boosters alongside the adverb
also always appears first: He also really loved the pie to be correct, but He really loved the pie not. Some people believe that words are very and really point to weak writing. You've probably seen lists of adjectives to use instead of these adver stay words (along with adjectives). While this may be true in
some cases (overwhelming or gigantic, perhaps serve better than really great), very and really not terrible words. As in most cases, you just need to be aware of your choices. When you use these adverb words, pause and see if there is a better way to say what you are saying. Read the passage and
identify the adverbs. Are the amplifiers and circumstity rights or grade well used? Would you recommend a review? Sentences are numbered to help you in your comments. (1) Wojtek (usually spelled Voytek in English) was a Syrian brown bear found in Iran and literally adopted by soldiers of 22 artillery
supply company in poland's II Corps. (2) Wojtek initially had problems with swallowing and with condensed milk from an old bottle of vodka. (3) Later in life he was awarded with beer, which became his favorite drink. (4) He really also liked to smoke (or eat) cigarettes. (5) In order to receive him on board a
British transport vessel when the unit sailed from Egypt, Wojtek was officially drafted by the Polish army as a private and was included among soldiers 22. Artillery Supply Company. (6) As a company soldier, with his paybook, rank, and serial number, he lived with either other soldiers in tents or himself in
a special wooden box that was transported by truck. (7) According to numerous accounts, Wojtek helped by carrying ammunition during the Battle of Monte Cassino—he never dropped a single box. (8) Recognising the extremely popularity of the bear, HQ confirmed the depiction of the bear carrying the
artillery shell as the official emblem of company 22. The relative adverb is a subclass of adverbs that deals with space, time and reason. In this video, David gives a quick intro to the three most common relative circumstances: when, where and why. As we just learned, we can use these adverb rights to
connect ideas about where, when and why things happen. Read the following questions and turn them into statements using the relative circumsta-u-state: Where did Nina last see her keys? When are the repairers here? Why did the table just collapse? Common Mistakes Only Have you ever noticed the
effect the word can have on a sentence, especially depending on where it is placed? Let's look at a simple sentence: Let's see how only one can influence the meaning of this sentence: Only she loves horses. Nobody loves horses, but he. She only loves horses. One thing she does is love horses. She
only loves horses. She loves horses and nothing else. Only modifies a word that follows it directly. Whenever you use a word just make sure you have inserted it correctly in your sentence. Literally the linguistic phenomenon is sweeping the nation: people use literally as a booster. How many times have
you heard things like this was literally the worst thing that has ever happened to me, or His head literally exploded when I told him I was going to be late again? So what's the problem with this? According to Merriam-Webster's Dictionary, the actual definition literally reads: involving the conventional or
conventional meaning of a word, meaning each single word is completely true and accurate: not exaggerated According to this definition, literally should be used only when something actually happened. Our cultural use can be slowly shifting to literally as a booster, but it is best to avoid literally in any way
other than its dictionary definition, especially in formal writing. Identify and correct the error in the use of adverb during each sentence. Presilah literally died when she heard the news. Teddy is literally the best man on the planet. Daveed often happens things too literally. Pirate only sails the seas. They
vowd to love only every
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